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Common name:    Japanese maple, Trident maple, Amur maple  

Botanical name:   Acer palmatum,   Acer buergerianum,   Acer ginnala 

 

 

 
                                                    

                                                                         

 



                                                      

1- Esthetic qualities of maples as bonsai 
a. Variety of leaf shapes 

 

 
 

 



 

b. Colors 
i. Spring colors 

- Can have more than one color on spring leaves 

- Can have one unique color in the spring that will change 

during the summer 

 

ii. Some Japanese maple variety have red leaf throughout the 

summer 

 

iii. Fall color 

- Spectacular  red or orange and also yellow 

- Fall color can be enhanced on some variety by defoliation 

(e.g. Trident, Amur) 

 

iv. Choose color of pot to match the season that the tree will be 

displayed 

 



Fall colors  

 

  
 

        Japanese maple      Trident maple 

 



Fall color on Amur maple from German artist Walter Pall 
 https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=973619679433305&id=253756398086307 

 

 

                                           

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=973619679433305&id=253756398086307


  
     Spring color on various Japanese maples 

 



c. Structure 
- Maples are often displayed in leafless phase to show their 

structure 

 

                 
        Trident maple from US artist Peter Tea 
                                             (peterteabonsai.wordpress.com/)



d. Surface roots 
- Maples can develop great surface roots 

 

          



2- Growth characteristics 
 

a. Internode  
- Pair of leaves will grow on opposite side at varying distance 

from the previous pair 

 

              



- Distance between pair of leaves is called internode 

 

- Budding back will only occur on the internode line or at the 

base of the leaves 

 

- As the branches get longer and more mature, the internode 

distance need to be shorter to achieve density of foliage 

 

- The smaller the tree, the more critical it is to have short 

internode 

   

- It is important to understand this concept to develop 

ramification 

 

   

 

 

 



- The internode line can be seen until the bark become more 

mature 
 

       



- We have to reduce fertilizer during the refinement phase of 

the branches to reduce the vigor of the growth in order to 

achieve shorter internodes 

 

- This is specially applicable in the spring time when the tree 

is growing actively 



 

- Choosing weak interior shoots when developing the branch 

structure will result in short internode 

 

      
 



b. Building ramification 
i. Become a process that needs to be applied once the branch has 

reached the proper thickness 

ii. Need to understand where budding back can occur (at internode 

line) 
 

 Example of good ramification 

 



 

   Concept of how to proceed to build good ramification 

 

 

         



   Ramification can also be improve by choosing between many 

branches 

 

      



c. Period of  growth 

 
Least vigorous                                                  Most vigorous 
Japanese 

red maple 

Japanese 

maple (green) 

Cork bark 

Japanese  

Amur maple Trident 

maple 
Less vigorous 

of Japanese 

maples 

 

Grow new 

leaf in spring 

only 

 

Grow new leaf 

in spring and 

early summer 

only 

 

Some variety 

will have small 

growth in late 

summer? 

 

Most vigorous of 

Japanese maples 

 

Grow new leaf in 

spring, early 

summer and late 

summer 

 

Grow new leaf 

throughout 

summer 

Most vigorous 

maple for 

bonsai 

 

Grow new leaf 

all summer 

 



 

d. Thickening the trunk 

 
In a pot and likely similar in the ground 

 

Minimal                       Decent                 Most vigorous 
Japanese 

red maple 

Japanese 

maple (green) 

Cork bark 

Japanese  

Amur maple Trident 

maple 
Trunk does 

not gain 

thickness 

 

Trunk is slow to 

thicken up? 

Trunk thickening 

is reasonable 

 

Trunk will 

thicken up well 

when over 

potted 

Trunk will 

thicken up 

quite fast when 

over potted 

 



 

e. Bark characteristic 

 
- The bark texture varies quite a bit between the different 

variety of maple 

- The speed at which the final texture develop also varies 

greatly 

- The maples with rough bark will develop their mature bark 

much quicker   



 

Length of time before getting mature bark 

 

Very slow             Slow                         Faster 
Japanese red and 

green maple 

 

 

Trident maple Cork bark 

Japanese  

Amur 

maple 

Very slow to develop 

mature bark (e.g. 30-

50 years) 

 

 

Initial bark to start 

to peel after 15-20 

years. 

5-10 more years 

before the mature 

bark develop 

Within 10 years 

 

Within 10 

years 

 

 



Bark texture of cork bark Japanese maple  

(Age is approx. 10 years old) 

 

          



   Bark texture of Japanese red maple  

(Age is approx. 20 years old) 

 

               



      Bark texture of Japanese maple  

(Age is approx. 15 year old) 

 

              
 



Bark texture of Trident maple  

- Remove the flake portion of the bark 

At around 15 years old  …  at around 30 year old 

  



        Bark texture of an Amur maple  

          (Estimated age is around 15) 

 

           



 

3- Maple basic requirements as bonsai 
  

a. Sun 
- Full sun in the spring  

 

- Partial sun/full sun in the summer 

a. Will often suffer from leaf burn in summer if exposed 

to full sun without enough watering 

b. Could keep the foliage in full sun if pot is in the shade 

(applies to Trident and Amur) 

 

- Full sun in the fall 



 

b. Watering 
- Maples do not tolerate dryness 

- Soil should never dry between watering 

- Could require multiple watering per day in summer 

- Healthy maples with good soil are not sensitive to root rot 

- Exception is when defoliating – need less water 

 

 

 

 



c. Soil 
- Soil must drain well  

- Must retain enough humidity  

- Regular leafy mix is well suited  

- My mix = 2 parts porous rock (i.e. Turface + Chabasai) 

 

                  



 

d. Repotting 
- In spring as soon as the buds are starting to get bigger 

- In the winter if kept in a cold room above zero 

- Maple are aggressive root grower 

a. Might have to repot every 2-3 years 

b. Can remove 75% of feeder roots   

- The final pot should have a color to complement the color of 

the foliage at the show period 

- Remove surface roots that are crossing each other  

- Reduce roots that are getting too strong 

- When over potting to thicken up the trunk, repot after 4-5 

years 



Time to repot when buds are waking up 
(Example below is in the late phase of repotting period) 

 

          



        Dealing with surface root at repot time 
- Identify the root to remove or reduce 

 

        
 



- Cut them with concave cutter and apply cut paste 

 

          
        

                  



 

e. Fertilizer 
- Depend a lot on the development stage of your tree 

- Fertilize every week in spring and early summer  

- Fertilize every second week in summer 

- Add micro element in spring 

- Use organic fertilizer when tree is mature 

- Can use chemical fertilizer during development of trunk 

mass 



 

f.   Wintering 
i. Hardiness of maples vary greatly  

 

Hardiness table 

 

Least hardy                        Most hardy 
Trident maple Japanese maples Amur maple 
Need cold room 

with temperature 

around -2C to +5C 

 

Is slow to wake up 

in the spring 

Need cold room or 

window well  

 

Temperature -5C to 

+2C 

 

Tend to wake up too 

soon in cold room at 

around +2C 

Hardy to Zone 3 

 

Put pot in the 

ground 

 

Will wake up too 

soon in cold room at 

around +2C 

 



 

4- Horticultural techniques applicable to maples 
 

a. Pruning 
i. Small pruning can be perform at any time 

ii. Maples can be pruned severely but timing and dieback need to 

be considered 

iii. Will bud back on old wood (even on the trunk) 

iv. Cutting the trunk or large branches 

- Needs to be done when the tree is dormant to allow cut 

section to dry out before the sap starts to flow 

- Always leave a longer than required section to allow for 

dieback reduce the size of the tree needs to be 

v. Apply cut paste to help sealed the wound specially on visible 

area 
 

 



  Example of proper way to make large cut and apply cut paste 
 

                           
 

                            



          Result with and without cut paste 
 

     
 

 

 

 



              Example of large cuts made in late fall 

 

     



 Example of incorrect method to cut the trunk 
- Period was late spring  (suggested period is November to February) 

- Did not leave enough trunk length to allow for die back 
 

                          



 

b. Pinching 
i. Is a technique use mostly on mature tree that have attained 

proper branch size 

ii. It is an important technique to: 

- Encourage some budding back on less vigorous maples 

- To encourage more vigor on leaves inside the branches 

- To maintain profile on mature trees 

- To maintain delicate tip of branches 

 

iii. Technique varies a bit depending on the species: 

- Use tweezers to pull on tender new growth on Japanese 

maples 

- Use scissors to cut new growth on Trident and Amur maples 



     Importance of pinching new elongating growth to maintain delicate tip 
 

                   



 

c. Wiring 
i. Maple is a very hard wood and does not bend once that have reach ¼” 

ii. Need to wire young growth  only (no bigger than 1/8”  would be best) 

iii. The branches will keep their new position in a short time  

 

iv. Branches of some species grows fast 

- In some case the wiring will be on for a month only if applied in the spring 

- The bark will get wire mark quite easily 

- On trident and Amur, defoliate in mid-summer and apply wiring 

- Wood could become more rigid to wire after the tree goes dormant 

- Try to leave a bit of space between the wire and the branch 

 

v. Guy wire is also a useful method and can stay on longer 

 



       Example of wire mark after 6 weeks on a Trident 
 

                
 



Example for guy wire to bend a larger branch 
 

                               



 

d. Defoliation 
i. Technique which consist of removing leaves 

- Full defoliation is the removal of all leaves 

- Partial defoliation if the removal of a portion of the leaves 

only 

- Use scissors to cut at the base of the leaves,  do not pull 
 

ii. Is a great technique to encourage budding back 

iii. Will reduce leaf size 

iv. Will lead to more brilliant colors in the fall  

v. Should never be done the same year as a repot 

vi. Need to reduce watering after defoliation 
 

vii. Need to adjust the method and frequency based on the species  

- Trident maple: can be done twice a year in our climate 

- Amur maple :  can be done once every two years 

- Japanese green maple : partial to full depending on the vigor 

- Japanese red maple? 
                                       



Example of defoliation 
 

                         Before          After 

         



 

e. Grafting 

f.   Propagation technique 
i. Cuttings 

ii. Air layering 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

  


